
Materiality (high priority issues) refers to events that have a material impact on a company’s value 
creation process. The SuMi TRUST Group promotes materiality management that identifies material-
ity issues that need to be addressed as priorities from a medium- to long-term perspective, and dealt 
with at the top level of management.

Materiality is identified both in terms of impact on the Group’s 
medium- to long-term enterprise value, and in terms of the impact 
of the Group on society through its relationships with stakeholders. 
In this process, we consider themes related to our management 
foundation, including governance, social themes, such as relation-
ships with employees and the community, and environmental 
themes that are directly related to resource and energy problems. 
Accordingly, materiality is a concept that overlaps with ESG (envi-
ronmental, social, and governance).

One of the strengths of the Group is that we do not mere-
ly define materiality through slogans. Rather, the Sustainability 
Management Office of the Corporate Planning Department plays 
the role of an “in-house quasi-investor,” and engages in dialogue 
with related departments. This creates an opportunity for depart-
ments that have little direct dialogue with external institutional 
investors and stakeholders to become aware of issues from an 
investor perspective, and to examine specific measures to address 
these issues.

The SuMi TRUST Group’s Value Creation Process

Impact on the Group’s enterprise value over the medium to long term
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Materiality Map of the SuMi TRUST Group

Identification and management of high priority issues (materiality)
that impact the value creation process
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Dialogue with stakeholders

Human capital

• Stability of the financial system
Corporate governance

• Personal privacy data protection
• Safety of financial products
• Cyber attacks
• Consideration of environmental and social impact of 

investment and financing targets

Risk management and resilience

• Fair trade considerations
• Transactions with antisocial forces
• Crime prevention
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 Materiality Identification and Practice

 Internal Engagement in FY2017-2018
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Internal Engagement

•  Further contributions to the resolution of domestic and foreign 
issues through ESG measures in business fields in which the 
Group has strengths

•  Enhancement of communications in order to further foster under-
standing of ESG measures, both inside and outside the Group

•  Enhancement of internal engagement aimed at increasing the 
value provided to stakeholders

•  Leadership in implementing the principles for responsible banking

•  Visualization of contributions to SDGs and SDG results achieved 
through Positive Impact Finance

Main Discussions Regarding ESG initiatives at the Board of
Directors Meeting Held in February 2019

Theme Target Departments Engagement in FY2017 Results from FY2017/ Engagement in FY2018

Corporate  
governance

Corporate Administration 
Department,  
Corporate Secretariat

Provided evaluation results on the Group’s governance reforms 
received from ESG research institutions, and relayed recent 
items of interest among investors and the Group’s issues from 
the perspective of investors

Provided evaluation results on the Group received from 
ESG research institutions, and relayed the Group’s issues 
from the perspective of investors. Expanded the disclo-
sure of information such as the President’s standard com-
pensation table

Enhancing  
human capital, 
increasing  
enterprise value

Human Resources 
Department

After the previous fiscal year’s engagement, prepared a map of 
the linkages between HR measures and enterprise value, and 
disclosed the information in an integrated report/ESG report; 
continuously discussed methods to enhance the level of disclo-
sure of content regarding human capital

Further improved the map of linkages and expanded 
disclosure of quantitative data. In particular, expanded 
content disclosed on website regarding diversity & inclu-
sion promotion measures and their results

Climate change Wholesale Business Planning 
Department*1

Shared awareness regarding the loan and investment risks re-
lated to fossil fuels of particular interest to investors; engaged 
in in-depth discussions regarding project financing for coal-
fired power generators

As a general rule, it was decided not to engage in project 
financing for the coal-fired power generator business in 
Japan and overseas. This was reported in the integrated 
report

Dementia-related 
problems

Related departments*1

The expertise accrued through collaborations with COLTEM*2 
was used to organize information regarding the impact of de-
mentia-related problems on Retail Total Solution Services Busi-
ness. This information was provided to related departments

Measures on dementia literacy improvement and com-
munity coordination were implemented at branch of-
fices. In related internal departments, external experts 
were invited as workshop lecturers. Information regard-
ing problems was shared through these workshops. A 
foundation was established for group-wide coordination

Value creation 
process

All business supervision 
departments*1 —

Integrated reports were used to explain the importance 
of the value creation process to investors. All businesses 
were instructed to begin considering their own value cre-
ation processes

SDGs All business supervision 
departments*1 —

The global tide of focusing on SDGs was explained. All 
businesses were instructed to formulate business strate-
gies linked to SDGs

Sustainable 
investment

SuMiTAM Actively Managed 
Fund Department Fixed 
Income Investment Unit, etc.

—

Global trends in fixed income investment, such as ESG 
integration and impact investment, which have been 
growing in recent years, and their background were ex-
plained. Opinions were shared regarding this topic

Based on various reports 
and guidelines, we select 
materiality issues empha-
sized by the major ESG 
evaluation agencies that 
provide information to 
investors.

The materiality issues are 
evaluated by external direc-
tors and external auditors, 
relevant internal depart-
ments, and external experts 
from two perspectives: 1) 
the impact on enterprise 
value over the medium- 
to long-term, and 2) the 
impact on stakeholders.

The evaluation results from STEP 
2 are mapped. The highest mate-
riality issues are designated as 
the highest priority ESG issues, 
identified at the Executive Com-
mittee and reported to the Board 
of Directors. The Risk Committee, 
an advisory body to the Board of 
Directors, examines the appropri-
ateness of the materiality issues 
that are identified, and reports its 
findings to the Board of Directors.

From among the high materiality 
issues, the Sustainability Manage-
ment Office engages in dialogue 
(engagement) with relevant depart-
ments on the themes that have the 
strongest investor interest, and for 
which the Group still faces some 
issues. The Sustainability Manage-
ment Office reports to the Execu-
tive Committee and the Board of 
Directors regarding the status of 
the initiatives.

The Board of Directors engag-
es in discussions from a variety 
of perspectives, based on the 
findings of the Risk Commit-
tee and the report on inter-
nal engagement. This step is 
taken to address the “environ-
mental and social issues over 
the sustainability” that should 
be addressed by the Board 
of Directors, as prescribed in 
the Basic Policy on Corporate 
Governance.

*1 SuMi TRUST Bank
*2  “A development center of social technologies integrating law, engineering and medicine that seamlessly support community life for the elderly from the period of sound health to the onset 

of dementia.” The project is carried out through collaboration between industry, government, and academia.

STEP 1

Select materiality 
issues

STEP 2

Input from  
stakeholders

STEP 3

Create a materiality map 

STEP 4

Conduct internal  
engagement

STEP 5

Initiatives for increasing enter-
prise value over the long term
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